The natural history of diseases is a concept in epidemiology that describes at the individual level the interaction of an individual with a disease stimulus, its clinical horizons, and transmission routes, which enable the identification of critical points for the prevention and control of infectious diseases. However, although this concept implies a dynamic process of exposure, contraction of disease, and cure or death, it does not provide an understanding of the dynamics of transmission of infectious agents at the population level in different scenarios, where anthropological, biological, clinical and social factors can act as conditioners for infectious diseases, that can manifest and transform in a variety of ways in different human populations. In this context, the objective of this work was to review the literature according to the Cooper (1988) methodology, to generate perspectives on the dynamics of infectious diseases, their conditioners and their interrelationship. It is demonstrated that environmental changes, pathogens evolution and host co-evolution, as well as behavioral and social set, influence significantly the epidemic events, and mathematical modeling represents an important tool to analyze this influence. Keywords: Host-pathogen interaction. Infectious Diseases. Transmission dynamics. Epidemiology.
INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases are diseases whose etiologies are attributed to external agents, usually microorganisms, that depend on a host to obtain nutrition and conditions favorable to its survival, being characteristic of this group of diseases, besides the communicability among individuals of the same species, the potential capacity to generate unpredictable massive impacts at the global level (FAUCI; MORENS, 2012) .
And among the factors that influence the host-pathogen interaction, there are human behavior, environmental conditions and the intrinsic ability of infectious agents to evolve and co-evolve together with their hosts and vectors; however, such diseases possess the potential to be prevented and eradicated through prophylactic measures, vaccination, and treatment with appropriate drugs (SAKER; FAUCI; MORENS, 2012) .
These characteristics can be exemplified in the course of history in many epidemic events such as bubonic plague and pneumonic plague respectively in antiquity and middle age (LIGON, 2006) , influenza pandemics in 1918 , 1957 , 1968 and 2009 (SAUNDERS-HASTINGS, KREWSKI, 2016 , tuberculosis from the antiquity to the present day (BARBERIS et al., 2017) , and more recently, the EBOLA outbreaks of the African continent in 1975 African continent in , 2000 African continent in , 2007 African continent in , 2013 African continent in and 2014 African continent in , and in 1986 in the United States and 2008 in the Philippines (PANDEY et al., 2014; NA et al., 2014) Zika virus in the American continent during -2017 (CO-LÓN-GONZÁLES et al., 2017 , and the HIV / AIDS at the global level, whose projections of deaths attributed to this virus by 2030 are 3.7 million (MATERERS, LONCAR, 2006) .
In this context, the dynamics of transmission of infectious diseases and their interrelation with numerous variables of distinct nature, such as environmental, biological and social, that constitutes a topic of broad relevance due to the impacts of these diseases in public health, and especially for the planning of public policies, and health care programs prepared for the unexpected.
Therefore, considering the concern presented, this work aimed to introduce the reader to the factors that determine the movement of infectious diseases in the human populations, to promote insights that improve the elaboration of public health actions and health care services. Additionally, as recall the relevance of practices that promote the preservation of the environment and biodiversity, which carry out a critical role in maintaining the barrier of the species between sylvatic pathogens and humans (KEESING et al., 2010) .
MATERIAL AND METHODS
This review literature followed the methodology described by Cooper (1988) , and focused on concepts, literary reports and experimental data described in the bibliographical material that was collected in the Web of Science, PubMed and Scopus databases with the descriptors infectious diseases, infectious diseases, transmission dynamics, and SIR model; with the aim of generating perspectives on the theme: conditioners of the dynamics of infectious diseases from the central points discussed in the literature, which were organized in an expositive and comprehensive manner, with health professionals as target public. A total of 95 studies were obtained with the descriptors above, and 55 were selected to compose this review after analysis conducted by the authors, who considered in each study the explicitness established in the relationship between infectious diseases and environmental, anthropological, biological, clinical and social determinants in order to include the workes in the review.
LITERATURE REVIEW

A phenomenological perspective on infectious diseases
Anthropological and archaeological studies suggest that the prehistoric humans were nomadic with hunting/collecting habits, living in small communities, which tended to suffer from infections whose pathogens occurred in both animals and humans, causing them diseases which could not trigger an adaptive immune response, therefore allowing them to full recovery or develop chronicity, enabling the existence of continuous cycles of infection among the susceptible individuals (WOLFE et al., 2007) .
However, the communicable diseases just became a common problem after the establishment of fixed communities, due to the invention of agriculture and domestication of animals, that affected not just the cultural evolution of humankind, but also the emergence and evolution of new infectious diseases, and the accentuation of the existing ones prior to these anthropic practices (COCKBURN, 1971) .
Thereby over the centuries, with the emergence and intensification of new commercial routes, as well as the advances in the nautical technology, enormous migratory flows between distinct geographic regions allowed the exchange of infectious diseases whose epidemiological profiles were endemic. And this effect of migration on infectious diseases can be demonstrated by archaeological and paleontological evidence, that indicates diseases like smallpox, measles, malaria, and typhoid have been introduced into the native American population by the European colonizers, who brought with them diseases of parasitic nature from the new world to the European continent (COCKBURN, 1971; CARPTER, 1996) .
In this scenario, intense migratory flow, associated with a large and uncontrolled exploratory activity by ores and spices, increased population densities, social contact and environmental changes that affected the quality of life of human populations and their degree of interaction with wildlife; suggesting that in the course of human history many infectious diseases of the present have become emerging through the transgression of the species barrier in the past, occurring this process when a pathogen discovers an opportunity to infect a host other than the usual and establishes itself among the populations of this new host (PEDERSEN; DAVIES, 2010) .
In this context, according to Wolfe et al. (2007) , pathogens originated from places with a temperate climate, probably are the result of crossing the barrier of species from domestic animals and/or animals adapted to survive near humans (rodents) to hu- mans, in whom acted in the transmission cycle just as reservoir; however, because of the sedentary lifestyle, population density and level of interaction with wildlife, the considerable selective pressure from these factors over the biology of the pathogens have adapted them to adopt man as the definitive host. Whereas infectious diseases originated in places with tropical climate harbor mostly vector-borne diseases, and are common among non-human primates, which act as source or reservoir of infection; also pointing that the abundance and diversity of both vectors and primates in tropical regions are intrinsically high, and the species barrier between non-human primates and human primates is considerably smaller (WOLFE et al., 2007) , meaning that these pathogens can across the species barrier and settle into human communities more easily.
In addition to the migratory processes and interaction with wildlife, other factors that act as conditioners for the emergence and spread of new pathogens are environmental, such as biodiversity abundance and richness, climatic variability, and natural disasters, which together have a profound impact on the survival and reproductive capacity of vectors and pathogens, besides influencing food production and hygiene standards, that along with economic factors, tend to move the human populations in search of better living conditions, generally in a rural-urban sense (PATZ et al., 1996; CONFALONIER, 2003) .
From the scenario described above, in a context of modernity resulted from urbanization and the beginning of the globalized world, improvements in the infrastructure and health services in large cities, as well as advances in medicine, like the discovery of anti-infectious agents and immunization, contributed to the emergence of a new epidemiological profile where chronic diseases became the primary cause of morbidity and mortality, a phenomenon known as epidemiological transition (DYE, 2014) .
However, even after the establishment of an epidemiological transition, the ruralurban migratory flow, besides contributing substantially to demographic increases, also favors the spread of rural pathogens in the urban environment, also contributing to increases in the social disparities, such as place of residence, ethnicity, gender, and scholarly level, but principally disparities regarding aspects such as sanitation, hygiene and management of solid residues that generate huge health inequalities (ALI-ROL et al., 2011) .
In addition to the factors mentioned, already considering contemporaneity, changes in the society, contemplating aspects of human behavior, socio-cultural and the media influence on the same, (XIAO et al., 2013) as for example, consumption habits, family size reduction, increased local and international mobility for different purposes, such as work, recreational, or cases of war refugees, processes of homophily, including acculturation and transculturation, prescription and non-rational use of antimicrobial medicines, use of illicit drugs, unsafe and promiscuous sexual practices, intensification of agriculture for food production, and increased susceptibility of individuals due to chronic disease or malnutrition (diets with poor nutrient content in wealthy countries and non-availability of food in poverty-stricken countries), are factors that contribute to the emergence and reemergence of pathogens in human popu- GUSHULAK; MACPHERSON, 2004) . In this context, the average age of individuals in a population is a characteristic of great epidemiological value in the dynamics of communicable diseases, since extremes of age represent a risk for infectious diseases, especially in countries that have already undergone an epidemiological transition and are aging in a historical, socioeconomic and regional context of great difficulties, such as Brazil, whose estimates for 2030 and 2060 suggest that the elderly population will be of 18.6% and 33.7%, respectively (NEUMAN, ALBERTS, 2018), representing a hot spot with great potential for the emergence of infectious diseases, if the health needs of this part of the population are not adequately met.
In this scenario, the dissemination and adherence to the ideas promoted by antivaccination movements, especially among the parents of children, whether through questioning of efficacy-safety, inconsequential promotion of natural treatments, lacking scientific grounds, conspiracy theories or religious beliefs comprise factors which lead to unpredictable outbreaks due to the increase in the number of susceptible individuals over the years (GRASSLY; FRASER, 2006; OLPINSKI, 2012) .
Ultimately, in this phenomenological perspective about the infectious diseases dynamics and their impacts on mankind, consideration must be given to the evolutionary capacity that the microorganisms themselves are subject to, whether at random or as an adaptive response to preventive actions, such as the bacterial resistance to antibiotics or the genic recombination after immunization campaigns (COHEN, 2000) .
And as the adaptive capacity to the challenges imposed to the survival of pathogenic and non-pathogenic microorganisms is an innate characteristic of these living organisms and represents a variable of unforeseeable and unsurpassable nature (SIETTOS; RUSSO, 2013; STOCKMANN et al., 2016) , research regarding the dynamics, prevention, and treatment of infectious diseases must be continuous to assure a good public health state.
Factors that influence the pathogenhost interaction
The human population, from the beginning of its history, is daily exposed to a wide variety of microorganisms, with which an individual can interact through a process called infection, which occurs when a microorganism successfully crosses the innate immunity barriers, invades the deep tissues, proliferate in them, and colonizing the individual that becomes infected and then is called host (CASADEVALL; PIROFSKI, 2000) .
And the interaction between the microorganism and its host may result in relationships which can be neutral (commensalism), beneficial (mutualism) or harmful, when the microorganism (pathogen) establishes a relation of parasitism with the host and cause tissue damage which gradually gives rise to systemic damages, resulting in clinical manifestations that together characterize an infectious disease, whose main attribute is direct or intermediary communicability between infected and noninfected individuals (CASADEVALL; PIROF-SKI, 2000; TAYLOR et al., 2001) .
However, for the disease to establish, the defenses and physiological mechanisms that guarantee the host homeostatic balance must be disturbed in a way hard to reverse, that requires from the pathogen the capacities of resist to the physical and chemical properties intrinsic to the host tissues, as wells as overcome its innate and adaptive defense barriers, through sophisticated virulence mechanisms, and then establish relations with the host microbiota, by executing strategies to ensure its survival in the host and consequently initiating the pathogenesis process (EISENREICH et al., 2010; STACY et al., 2016) . Virulence mechanisms are intrinsic characteristics of each pathogenic microorganism, being the most common among bacteria, the presence of capsule, exotoxins, endotoxins, formation of biofilms, adhesion factors and enzymes that degrade the host cell matrices (CROSS, 2008; AL-MEBAIRIK et al., 2016) ; among fungi, dimorphism, thermotolerance, adhesion molecules, cell wall components, capsules, hydrolytic enzymes, suppression of cytokine production, and the presence of hormone receptors that alter fungal metabolism and host physiology (KUROKAWA et al., 1998) ; among parasites, the suppression of the adaptive immunity by means of glycoconjugate proteins, and the release of vesicles containing molecules essential for the establishment of infection in the host (TORRECILHAS et al., 2012) ; and among viruses, the expression of cytokine coding genes (IL-10), resistance genes against interferons, genes encoding endothelial growth factor, metabolic, signaling and cell cycle regulatory genes, among others (ZHANG et al., 2014) .
While the mechanisms of microbial pathogenesis, in a generic way, can be classified into three categories: 1) subversion or defeat of the innate host defenses, such as masking the cell surface of the fungus Histoplasma capsulatum against host defense cells , the induction of the host cells to death, as in the case of the release of proteins produced by Yersinia pseudotuberculosis that induces to apoptosis or pyroptosis, or the induction of the host cell death by toxins, such as those produced by the bacterium Bacillus anthracis; 2) creation of permissive niches for replication, such as, the proliferation of Salmonella within macrophages; or 3) development of antigenic variations to escape the mechanisms of recognition of the host's adaptive defense (CARRUTHERS et al., 2007) .
On the other side, the evolution of the mechanisms of virulence and microbial pathogenesis, induce the co-evolution of the human populations, that began to develop several phenotypic traits of resistance against microbial pathogens, to prevent the infection to occur, or that the disease undergoes a relatively mild course when compared to the clinical manifestations in individuals of greater susceptibility (WOLFE et al., 2007) . Occurring this reciprocal evolution in cycles, which through natural selection, maintain the relative fitness of the involved species in a constant dynamics, known as the hypothesis of the red queen (STOCKMANN et al., 2016) .
Regarding the resistance factors against infectious diseases in humans, epidemiological evidence with broad genomic association studies suggests that individuals with sickle cell trait are resistant against Plasmodium falciparum infection; individuals in the Indian population with variants of the TLR1 gene are resistant to Mycobacterium leprae, differently from individuals from the European and Chinese populations, who are highly susceptible to leprosy; individuals with Wilms tumor type 1-associated genes possess significant resistance to Mycobacte- (KARLSSON et al., 2014) , probably due to the higher affinity of the cholera toxin to the GM1 cell surface gangliosides, which interestingly do not act as receptors for this toxin, and the higher activity of the adenylate cyclase enzyme in the carriers of the blood type O, when compared to the other types of the OAB system (HARRIS; LAROCQUE, 2016).
However, the disease as a result of pathogen-host interaction is interdependent of many dynamic factors involving variables that go beyond the intrinsic biological aspects of the pathogen and factors of resistance, susceptibility, and adaptability of the host, also including factors such as exposure profile to pathogen, transmission mechanisms and the influence of environmental, behavioral, cultural, political, and socioeconomic factors, which may play a determinant role in the incidence, prevalence and prevention of infectious diseases at the population level (PARRATT et al., 2016) .
A mathematical approach to the dynamics of infectious diseases
From an ecological perspective, the dynamics of infectious diseases depend on the following factors: the size and spatial distribution of susceptible host populations, the movement of infected/susceptible individuals, as well as the movement of vectors in the case of vector-borne diseases, and the state of the population health (DOBSON, CARPER, 1996) , where the epidemiological significance of a particular infectious agent within this context can be expressed in values of R0 (basic reproductive number of infection), which is a threshold quantity that defines the average number of secondary cases produced from a single infected individual (index case) within a susceptible population (DRIESSCHE, 2017) .
For the determination of the R0 values of a given infectious disease, the generation distribution of an infection, which is a mathematical property of the infectious diseases which describes the probability of an infected individual transmitting the pathogen to an uninfected individual (expressed according to equation 1), and the time of generation of an infection (equation 2), which describes the probability of an infected individual contracting the disease and transmitting the pathogen to other susceptible individuals must be considered in a way that the number of individuals that will be infected obeys the Poisson distribution, that is, the probability that an infection will occur regardless of when the last infection occurred (equation 3), and for simplicity, considering that all case numbers by time interval (τ) must be added, it becomes practical to integrate the second term of equation 3, to estimate the number of infected individuals, generating the renewal equation (equation 4) (GRASSLY; FRASER, 2008). 
However, the value of R (t) assumes there is no change in the value of time of generation of an infection, and adjustments become necessary to correct this undesirable effect, by using an exponential growth function -rI (t0) exp (r ( t-t0) -in which equation 4 that enables the obtaining of a new equation called the Lotka-Euler estimation equation (equation 6) that provides important informations about the relation between R0 and r for a given time of generation of an infection, which has a great value for the elaboration and development of predictive and infectious disease control mathematical models (GRASSLY; FRASER, 2008) , as the statistical-based models, the mechanistic models, and the empirical models (SIETTOS, RUSSO, 2013) .
Where values of R0> 1 indicate a considerable predictive risk of epidemic events, while values of R0 <1 indicate a low risk for the occurrence of epidemic events, and informing the ideal amount of individuals in the population to be approached by control strategies in order to be effective by reaching the value of 1-(1 / R0) (KEELING; DA-NON, 2009; COOPER et al., 2012 , CHEN et al., 2016 DRIESSCHE, 2017) .
Highlighting that R0 values imply a dy- (MA et al., 2018) .
In addition, another complementary mathematical strategy to extrapolate the epidemiological behavior of infectious diseases in a given population is the use of mathematical models, such as the SIR model (susceptible, infected and recovered), which is a mathematical model that implies a homogeneous mixture of contact and total conservation of the population in an analogous way to the law of conservation of the masses, assuming transitoriness between the categories S, I and R, defining the model as continuous in the form of differential (equation 7) and or partial equations, which can be used as a tool for the investigation of several parameters (characteristics of the host population, vectors, quarantine, and others) on the dynamics of infectious diseases (SIETTOS, RUSSO, 2013) . S = susceptible population I = infected population R = population recovered β = proportionality constant for infection ɣ = recovery rate However, this is not a realistic strategy, analyses of the epidemiological behavior of infectious diseases that consider only the population densities of S, I and R over time neglect the influence of other variables such as mutations of the pathogen that increase their virulence, death saturation or adaptive host immunity (GRASSLY; FRASER, 2008) , and the intrinsic latency period of the infection make inaccurate the description of the dynamics of infections in a susceptible population (LINDAHL, GRACE, 2015 , DRIESSCHE, 2017 .
But in a generic way, the SIR model captures the essence of infectious diseases in which it is possible to observe graphically (figure 1) that the number of infected individuals increases exponentially and proportionally with the decrease in the number of susceptible individuals, and the number of infected individuals decreases as the number of recovered individuals increase (KEEL-ING; DANON., 2009 Other factors that are generally disregarded in the mechanistic modeling, but considering its effects on the dynamics of infectious diseases, would give it a higher degree of realism, are the climatic variability (CONFALONIERI, 2003) , profile of social heterogeneity, as well as social contact rate, age of the population, and the relation between both (principle of assortativity: individuals of a given age group tend to mix with individuals of a similar age) (HEY-MANN, 2005; FUMANELLI et al., 2012; VANHEMS et al., 2013) , period of exposure of social groups of the susceptible population to the pathogen (MUKANDAVIRE, JUN-IOR, 2015) , including risk factors, peculiar aspects of the natural history of each infectious disease, pathogenesis mechanism, sources of infection, pathogen reservoirs, patterns of transmission and circulation (EYBPOOSH et al., 2017; HERFST et al., 2017) .
Nonetheless, the simplicity of the SIR model, like any other mathematical models, it is a tool extremely effective for planning public health actions in the "worst-case" context considering the qualitative behavior of infectious disease dynamics (ZAMAN et al., 2017) .
CONCLUSIONS
Historically, the infectious diseases have been the main cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide, and a significant epidemiological transition has only occurred after the adoption of hygienic and prophylaxis measures more rigid due to the advent of food preservation and sanitation techniques, as well as the discovery of effective drugs to the treatment of these diseases.
However, the interaction between the human populations and the environment is subject to a perpetual movement of changes, which influence the intensity of exposure to infectious agents, as well as the dissemination of microbial pathogens at the population level due to factors of environmental, biological and socio-anthropological natures, which together act as conditioner factors in the transmission dynamics of infectious diseases, that along with the health inequalities around the world impose a great impact on the global public health. What makes extremely important the integration between anthropologists, biologists, environmental scientists, nurses, epidemiologists, pharmacists, physicians and sociologists with mathematicians and computer scientists essential for the rational planning and development of prophylactic interventions and treatment schemes through a broad understanding of the factors that condition the dynamics of infectious diseases, and its implementation to mathematical models to describe in details the epidemiological features of these diseases.
In this scenario, attention also should be given to the media communication professionals in order to better create and disseminate information effective in reducing exposure to risk factors and promote the rational adhesion to pharmacological treatments within the different spheres of society, since human behavior is a factor that exerts great influence over the other factors, and is also one of the most difficult to isolate and study, besides representing a subject to major transformations with the progression of time.
And regarding the evolutionary processes of pathogens, their origins lie mainly in the selective pressures exerted by antimicrobial treatments and immunization, which reaffirms the need for implementation of the professionals mentioned above in the current epidemiology and in the promotion of the rational use of vaccines and pharmaceutical resources, as well as in the design of studies aiming to obtain greater clarity about the evolutionary dynamics of the infectious agents.
